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FilmOn Turns to RioRey  
When the Show Must Go On 

RS10 neutralizes DDoS attacks,  
enabling live online events. 

 

The Customer: FilmOn TV 
Founded by billionaire and digital media entrepreneur Alki David, the FilmOn TV 
(FOTV) group of companies has revolutionized streaming television service. The 
next-generation TV giant delivers licensed 
and original content to more than 70 
million unique users worldwide each 
month via its 800+ free channels, its 
premium services, and its substantial 
video-on-demand offerings. Often 
controversial and renown for taking on 
the major broadcast networks over licensing rights, FOTV routinely pushes the 
boundaries of television viewing, broadcasting, and content.  

Nowhere is FOTV’s disruption of traditional TV models more apparent than with 
BattleCam.com, its live, interactive reality television channel and community. 
Launched in 2010, BattleCam.com gives any Internet user with a webcam the 
chance to broadcast live and claim his or her 15 seconds of fame. Using a split 
screen, the streaming social network channel pits two “broadcasters” head-to-
head before an interactive audience of thousands of viewers, which determines – 
rejection mode – the participant who carries on to face the next match-up. CEO 
Alki David calls it “the world’s first human experiment in fully live social TV.” In 
addition to its 24x7 streaming contests, BattleCam.com also hosts a variety of pay-
per-view and free live special events that leverage the BattleCam technology. 

 
The Problem: DDoS Attacks Targeting Live Broadcasts 
Shortly after launching BattleCam.com, FOTV became the target of repeated 
dedicated denial of service (DDoS) attacks, which routinely interrupted live events 
on BattleCam, as well as other FilmOn channels. FOTV’s hosting provider tried to 
resolve the issue with engineering power and firewalls, but to no avail. The attacks 
pivoted between various floods types and Layer 7 attacks and were often timed to 
disrupt high-profile weekend events. The hosting provider had to reinforce its 
weekend staff with highly skilled techs able to isolate, diagnose, and resolve 
attacks manually – an approach that was neither viable nor very effective. 

 

 “We needed an 
immediate solution. So 
in BattleCam fashion, 
when another DDoS 
solution couldn’t perform 
quickly enough, we 
turned to RioRey. The 
RioRey appliance is as 
plug-and-play as you can 
get. . . . These guys 
jumped right into the fire 
and put it out. Just hours 
after turning up their 
box, we pulled off a 
seamless live event for 
thousands of interactive 
viewers. No 
interruptions.” 

 

Alki  David ,   
Digital Media Entrepreneur &  
CEO of FilmOn.com 
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Ultimately unable to keep up with these shifting and now nearly constant attacks, 
FOTV’s hosting provider turned to a large DDoS solution vendor, bypassing 
extensive lab trials in hopes of more quickly addressing the service interruptions. 
Unfortunately, that DDoS appliance could not provide the immediate and real-time 
protection FilmOn needed for its live streaming services. The system required 
extensive pre-configuration that was incompatible with the network’s 
unpredictable nature. The product offered limited DDoS protection, allowing 
attackers to pivot to DDoS attack types not recognized by the system. And because 
the appliance required significant manual intervention, the hosting provider still 
faced costly staffing requirements during weekend events. 

The RioRey Solution:  
Comprehensive, Real-Time DDoS Defense  
FilmOn TV and its hosting provider had no time to waste. With a widely promoted 
BattleCam event just days away, they needed a DDoS solution that could provide 
immediate and thorough protection. That’s when they looked to RioRey. RioRey’s 
DDoS solution is an analytics-driven, multi-layer detection and mitigation 
appliance designed to address automatically the full spectrum of DDoS threats, 
from massive floods to Layer 7 “surgical” attacks. Utilizing a rich set of detection 
and mitigation algorithms based on RioRey’s comprehensive taxonomy of known 
DDoS attack classes, RioRey devices can immediately and systematically filter 
attacks with precision without compromising legitimate traffic.  

RioRey overnighted its RS10 DDoS filtering device to FOTV’s hosting provider for 
immediate installation in the live network, providing technical support through the 
rapid turn-up Friday afternoon and throughout the live BattleCam.com competition 
that evening. The extra technical support was largely unnecessary. The broadcast 
proved to be BattleCam.com’s smoothest yet, with the RioRey appliance 
automatically detecting and mitigating a varying barrage of attacks. Following this 
successful trial by fire, FOTV purchased the RioRey device for its hosting provider 
to manage in defense of FilmOn’s web assets. FOTV’s reliance on RioRey has 
continued and expanded ever since, as the online broadcast giant has grown and 
diversified its offerings. 

The Verdict  
Given the nature of its online broadcasts, FOTV could not tolerate attacks that 
interfered with live events and real-time viewer interaction. “We needed an 
immediate solution,” explains FilmOn CEO Alki David. “So in BattleCam fashion, 
when another DDoS solution couldn’t perform quickly enough, we turned to 
RioRey. The RioRey appliance is as plug-and-play as you can get. With our live 
event looming, we had no time for lab trials. These guys jumped right into the fire 
and put it out. Just hours after turning up their box, we pulled off a seamless live 
event for thousands of interactive viewers. No interruptions. Live streaming TV 
requires real-time DDoS protection, and the RioRey device delivered. We’ve relied 
on it ever since.” 

“Live streaming 
television requires real-
time DDoS protection, 
and the RioRey device 
delivered. We’ve relied 
on it ever since.” 
 
Alki  Dav id , 
Founder & CEO, FilmOn TV 


